
Evergreen Tennis Strings
Labor $22

$21.99 Co-polymer monofilament

$21.99 Babolat Xcel 16g (blue) Poly Multifilament

$16.99 Gamma Moto Soft 16g (gray) Co-polymer monofilament

$16.99 Elastilon core

$11.99 Nylon core

$16.99 Head Lynx 16g (black, green) Monofilament.

$21.99 Head Hawk Touch 16g (black/red) Crystal core poly

$22.99 Head Reflex MLT 17g (clear) Multifilament 

$20.99 Luxilon Original 16g (natural) Co-polymer Big Banger Original offers excellent control and plenty of spin while maintaining tension.

$22.99 Luxilon 4G 16g (gold) Co-polymer

$18.99 Solinco Tour Bite 16g (silver) Co-polymer

$19.99 Solinco Hyper G 16g  (green) Square co-poly Solinco Hyper-G is a square shaped co-poly with an impressive combination of spin and precision

$18.99 Wilson Revolve 16g (black) Poly pentagon-shape

$22.99 Wilson Comfort NXT 16g (natural) Multi nylon multifilament

$22.99  Elastyl fiber Multifilament

Babolat RPM Blast/Utilmate Spin  
16g (black)

The slick surface of RPM Blast allows the main strings to slide out of alignment, grab the ball and 
then snap back to add spin to the shot. An ideal choice for big hitters with heavier racquets.

The increased elasticity of the fibers also provide optimal comfort and better tension maintenance. 
This string is the ideal for players looking for the best combination of comfort and durability.

This ultra responsive string offers exceptional comfort, controllable power and above average 
durability for a non-poly. It features Gamma's legendary TNT2 processing for greater energy return 
and a heavier ball.

Gamma TNT 16g 
 (yellow, black, clear) 

This ultra responsive string offers exceptional comfort, controllable power and above average 
durability for a non-poly. It features Gamma's legendary TNT2 processing for greater energy return 
and a heavier ball.

Head Synthetic Gut 16g 
 (white, black, natural) 

SOFT AND POWERFUL: Head Synthetic Gut PPS White Colored Multifilament Tennis Racquet 
String Sets are the perfect blend of comfort, control, and power. Like most multifilaments, it has a 
nylon core, but what sets it apart is the PowerStrip Technology: a special polyamide is wrapped 
around the solid, inner core and it provides increased string resilience which increases power on 
every shot.

This string is ideal for players with long, fast strokes. With its lively snapback, Lynx should help 
topspin players hit a heavy spin loaded ball that explodes off the court. Built with additives to 
increase elasticity and feel.

Crisp with controllable power and massive spin. Great for big hitters looking to hit a heavy ball. 
Above average comfort for a firm monofilament.

Reflex MLT is one of the best multifilament strings from Head. The defining feature of this string 
is comfort. When paired with a stiff racquet or a dense (less forgiving) string pattern, Reflex MLT 
is a very generous sweetspot, with almost no shock on off-center hits. 

Extremely playable co-poly with above average tension maintenance for the breed. Firm and 
durable with exceptional bite and control.

This thinner gauge polyester comes in a square shape for tremendous ball bite. Offers excellent 
control and spin.

Offering a comfortable firm response along with huge spin potential, Wilson Revolve delivers 
incredible control on the biggest swings.

One the best playing synthetic strings on the market. Multifilament construction that looks, feels, 
and plays very much like natural gut.

Technifibre X-One Biphase 17g 
(natural)

Extremely arm friendly string that plays and feels similar to natural gut. Perfect for players with 
tennis and shoulder concerns who are looking for a powerful string.
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